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Zero temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) is essential for the precise control of temperature in heating element and sensor applications. Many studies have focused on developing zero-TCR systems with inorganic compounds; however, very few have dealt with developing zero-TCR systems with polymeric materials. Composite systems with a polymer matrix and conducting filler show either negative (NTC) or positive temperature coefficient (PTC) of resistance, depending on several factors, e.g., the polymer nature and the filler shape. In this study, we developed a hybrid conducting zero-TCR composite having self-heating properties for thermal stability and reliable temperature control. The bi-layer composites consisted of a carbon nanotube (CNT)-based layer having a NTC of resistance and a carbon black (CB)-based layer having a PTC of resistance which was in direct contact with electrodes to stabilize the electrical resistance change during electric Joule heating. The composite showed nearly constant resistance values with less than 2% deviation of the normalized resistance until 200 °C. The CB layer worked both as a buffer and as a distributor layer against the current flow from an applied voltage. This behavior, which was confirmed both experimentally and theoretically, has been rarely reported for polymer-based composite systems.

Introduction

Polymer composites containing conducting fillers such as carbon-based materials and metal fibers have been extensively investigated for multi-functional applications owing to their light weight and processibility.1-5 In particular, they are a practical choice of material in heat-related applications such as in patternable micro heaters, temperature sensors, heating glasses for vehicles, thermoelectric devices, water heaters, and flexible de-icing units.6,8 By the electric Joule heating (resistive heating) of conducting composites, electrical energy can be converted into heat energy easily and quantitatively. In general, composites that exhibit high conductivity and low heat capacity are ideal for rapid heating applications. Carbon-based materials such as carbon black (CB) and fibers have previously been used in conducting polymer composites;10 however, their widespread use is limited because there exists an upper limit to their loading capability, beyond which embrittlement occurs. Therefore, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are more attractive candidates as filler materials in composites, primarily because of their high aspect ratio coupled with high electrical and thermal conductivities, which could be as high as 106 S/m and 6600 W/mK, respectively.11-13 These properties enable electrical percolation with very small volumes of nanotubes.14 However, issues with regard to the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) have to be addressed to enable the practical use of conducting polymer composites for heat-related applications. The term TCR is used to indicate the increment or reduction in electrical resistance caused by a temperature increment in the composite, which can cause serious safety problems and inaccuracies. The increase in resistivity with increasing temperature is described by a positive temperature coefficient (PTC) of resistance, while the decrease in resistivity with increase in temperature is described by a negative temperature coefficient (NTC) of resistance. For many electronic device applications, it is highly desirable to have resistors with a small or zero TCR. For
example, in the case of composites exhibiting a NTC of resistance, the composites can be overheated and burned by excessive current flow originating from a constant supplied voltage. In circuit systems, this can cause thermal runaway, which destroys the resistor and/or other parts of the circuit. On the other hand, in the case of composites exhibiting a PTC of resistance, they can be used as current limiter and over current protector.\(^\text{15}\) However, along with the lack of reproducibility due to irregular structure changes in heating/cooling cycles, it is impossible to reach a high temperature through an electric Joule heating owing to the marked increment in electrical resistance.\(^\text{16}\) Therefore, zero TCR is necessary for the precise control of temperature in heating element and sensor applications. While many studies have focused on developing inorganic systems such as metal alloy and antiperovskite systems with zero TCR,\(^\text{17-20}\) very few studies have focused on polymer-based systems with zero TCR.\(^\text{21}\) In general, most conductive materials used as fillers including CNTs and CB typically exhibit a PTC of resistance.\(^\text{19}\) However, composite systems consisting of a polymer matrix and a conducting filler may show negative or positive temperature coefficient of resistance depending on several factors such as the nature of the polymer (determined by the thermal expansion coefficient, melting point, stiffness, and glass transition temperature of the polymer) and the shape of the filler (determined by the particle size and aspect ratio).\(^\text{10,16,22-25}\) In addition, although several researchers have examined the electrical behavior of CNT devices or composites under heating or cooling for sensor applications,\(^\text{23,26}\) the mechanisms responsible for polymer composites exhibiting a NTC or PTC of resistance remain unclear, even though several mechanisms have been proposed. Consequently, in this study, we have developed a hybrid conducting composite with zero TCR to achieve thermal stability and reliable temperature control. The composite consisted of two layers with different types of TCR (negative and positive), as shown Fig. 1. The CB-based layer exhibiting PTC of resistance, which was in direct contact with electrode, was combined with the CNT-based layer showing NTC of resistance to stabilize the change of electrical resistance during electric heating. In this system, the CB layer functioned as both a buffer and a distributor layer against the current flow originating from an applied voltage, which was confirmed both experimentally and theoretically. Such a behavior is rarely reported in polymer-based composite systems.

\section*{Experimental}

\subsection*{Sample preparation}

For fabricating the bi-layer composites, PDMS (Dow 5050 liquid silicone elastomer base, Dow Corning), multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) (Nanocyl, outer diameter = 10 nm and length = 10 µm), and carbon blacks (Model: 484164, Aldrich, particle diameter = 2–12 µm) were used. To ensure effective mixing and dispersion of the highly entangled CNTs and CBs within the polymer matrix, premixing (paste mixer, DAE HWA TECH, PDM-1k) and a three-roll milling technique (Ceramic 3 roll mill, Inoue Mfg. Inc.) were used. Briefly, CNTs (or CBs) and the PDMS-based elastomer were mixed using the paste mixer for 1 minute to form a paste. Then, the pastes were milled using the three-roll miller with gradually decreasing gaps between the rolls for several minutes. Using a film applicator (Micrometer film applicator, Mitutoyo), each of the CNT and CB pastes was processed into a film with the desired thickness on a glass plate. Then, the two glass plates (containing the CNT and CB pastes) were folded and slightly pressed without physical deformation. Subsequently, a convection oven (120 °C, 30 minutes) was used for curing the plates to fabricate the bi-layer composites film.

\subsection*{Characterization}

The morphology and the structural features of the bi-layer composites were characterized by an optical microscope (Olympus) and by scanning electron microscopy (SEM: Hitachi, Field Emission SEM, S-4500 XL30). To evaluate the electric heating behavior of the bi-layer composites, direct current was applied to the samples (National Instruments, NI PXI-1033). Then, the thermal infrared images were recorded using a thermal infrared camera (Advanced Thermo, TVS-500). The composites were sliced into a rectangular (5 × 30 mm\(^2\)) samples with a thickness of around 0.5 mm. The composite was suspended between copper conducting tape/glass electrodes. To ensure good electrical contacts, conductive silver paste was used between the samples and the copper conducting tape. The heater output characteristics of the composites were evaluated by measuring the change in the resistance and the temperature of the heater at an applied DC voltage. The steady-state current distribution of the bi-layer composites were calculated by applying Ohm's law. The variation of temperature along the thickness was neglected.

\subsection*{Results and discussion}
Characterization of polymer composites having NTC or PTC of resistance

In general, for thermosetting polymers containing micrometer sized fillers such as carbon black (CB), carbon fiber, or metallic particles, the resistivity of the composites progressively increase with increase in temperature (PTC effect) owing to the difference in the thermal expansion of the polymer and the conducting filler (for CB: \(1.2 \times 10^{-6}\) K\(^{-1}\), for CNT: \(-1.7 \times 10^{-6}\) K\(^{-1}\), for PDMS: \(-3.1 \times 10^{-6}\) K\(^{-1}\)). When the gap between the conducting fillers is increased during heating, tunneling or hopping of charge carriers could reduce, resulting in an increase in the resistivity of the composites. On the other hand, the increase in resistivity can be moderated at higher filler concentrations due to the higher probability of tunneling effect though the presence of larger and closely packed conducting fillers contacts. However, besides the existence of a limit of the loading capacity, composites consisting of spherical fillers cannot reach high temperature ranges. For example, when the CB-based polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) composite shown in Fig. 2 (a) (with a CB weight fraction of 60%) was subjected to electric Joule heating by applying voltage, the resistance began to increase with an increase in the temperature gradually, as shown Fig. 3 (a). Although it showed relatively adequate electrical conductivity (30 S/m) at room temperature, resistance of CB composite sharply increased as the temperature approached 50 °C (PTC behavior). Consequently, the increased normalized resistance change \((R/R_0)\) of the CB-based composite was about 1000% temperature under an applied DC voltage of 16 V. Furthermore, the temperature of the CB-composite did not increase beyond 50 °C even with further increasing voltage.

Unlike the CB-based composite, the composite consisting of high aspect ratio fillers such as CNTs shown in Fig. 2 (b) (with CNT weight fraction of 12% and conductivity of 250 S/m) appeared to exhibit a NTC of resistance by applying voltage, as shown in Fig. 3 (b), although the CNTs themselves typically show a PTC of resistance.\(^{22}\) The initial normalized resistance decreased up to 60% at 200 °C under an applied DC voltage of 9 V. This difference existed because in the composite system, which consisted of both insulating regions (polymer matrix) and long conducting regions (CNTs), the interconnection contacts between the high aspect ratio CNTs prevailed over the metallic filler (PTC) properties during thermal expansion, resulting in a NTC of resistance.\(^{25,27,30}\) In addition, the degree of the NTC of resistance originating from the interconnection resistance between the CNTs could be enhanced by using higher aspect ratio CNTs, as shown in the Fig. S1†. CNT-based composites with higher aspect ratio CNTs of the same weight fraction showed much lower normalized resistance by increasing temperature. Therefore, even if the CNTs are ideal fillers from the viewpoints of achieving high conductivity at very low loading and attaining rapid heating,\(^{24}\) the dramatic decrease in the resistance is inappropriate for the fabrication of safe heating elements or accurate heat sensors because of the excessive current flow. In addition, simple mixing of CB (causing a PTC of resistance) and CNTs (causing a NTC of resistance) in a polymer was unhelpful in achieving zero TCR composites.\(^{31}\) For example, analysis and control of composites consisting of two heterogeneous fillers is difficult due to its sensitivity and complexity.

![Fig. 2 SEM images indicating uniform dispersion of (a) CBs and (b) CNTs in the PDMS matrix. (c) Optical microscope image of the bilayer (CNT-based layer/CB-based layer) composite. The inset shows the interfacial region between the CB/PDMS and the CNT/PDMS layers. (d) Circuit diagram of the bi-layer composite. \(T_{NW}\): thickness of the NTC layer, \(T_{WP}\): thickness of the PTC layer, \(R_{NW}\): resistance of the NTC layer, \(R_{WP}\): resistance of the PTC layer, and \(P_{NW}\): contact resistance between the CB/PDMS layer and the CNT/PDMS layer)
Synthesis and characterization of bi-layer composites having zero TCR

To achieve zero TCR polymer-based composites, we designed a hybrid composite structure consisting of two layers i.e., a CB-based and a CNT-based composite layer, in parallel. The schematic of the bi-layer composite for zero TCR is shown in Fig. 1. In this configuration, the current from the Cu electrode is distributed through the CB-based composite (PTC) layer and the CNT-based composite (NTC) layer. Combining these two composites is estimated to lead to zero TCR, as shown in inset of Fig. 1, which can be achieved by the compensation of PTC and NTC of resistance. A simple circuit diagram of the parallel bi-layer composite, which could be defined as a function of the PTC layer and the NTC layer, is shown in Fig. 2 (d), and its resistance could be represented by the equation shown below.

\[ R_T = \frac{2R_P R_N + R_P R_{NT}}{(R_P + R_{NT}) + 2R_T} \]  

Where, \( R_T \) is the total resistance of the bi-layer composite, \( R_P \) is the resistance of the composite showing a PTC of resistance (i.e., the CB-based composite), and \( R_N \) is the resistance of the composite showing NTC of resistance (CNT-based composite), and \( R_i \) is the interfacial resistance between the two composite layers. The other possible configurations of the two parallel composites are shown with circuit diagrams (Fig. S2†). The key points in the design of the zero TCR composite are as follows: (1) The layer showing the PTC of resistance with higher resistance should be in direct contact with each Cu electrode, which controls the current flow to the lower resistance layer and (2) The layer showing a relatively small change in resistance (PTC: +1000% vs NTC: -60%) should be selected as the main current flow layer during the entire course of heating as shown Fig. 1. Lastly, (3) we have observed that the dominant change in resistance of both PTC and NTC composites occurred during initial heating from room temperature to 50 °C as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). The configuration shown in Fig. 2 (d) is fairly satisfied above conditions to achieve zero TCR during heating up to 200 °C. Considering resistance values of each PTC and NTC layer from Fig. 3 (a) and (b) are temperature dependent parameters with certain dimension (i.e., 30 and 250 S/m for electrical conductivity of PTC and NTC layer at room temperature, 2.9 and 431.8 S/m at 200 °C), the terms \( R_P \) and \( R_N \) in equation (1) were found to be a function of the thickness of the layers and the temperature at particular width. In this case, reliable electrical conductivity of CB and CNT-based composite can be attained through three-roll milling process. During three-roll milling, shear forces created by three horizontally positioned rolls rotating in opposite directions and at different speeds disentangle the heavily entangled CNTs. The method can uniformly shear the entire volume of material resulting evenly dispersed CNTs within the whole polymer matrix (Fig. S3†). In addition, very low deviation (within 2%) of electrical conductivity could be achieved through optimal three roll milling time (Fig. S3†). However, at the same time, slight decrement of conductivity is observed due to shortening of CNTs without disrupting the basic morphology of the carbon nanotubes after three roll milling process (Fig. S3†). Therefore, it can be concluded that zero TCR can be achieved by carefully controlling the ratio of the thickness of the two layers (\( T_P/T_{NT} \), where \( T_P \): thickness of NTC layer and \( T_P \): thickness of PTC layer) under a certain temperature range. The required \( T_P/T_{NT} \) for constant \( R_T \) (\( R_T/R_{NT} \sim 1 \)) between room temperature and 200 °C can be determined from numerical calculation, which will subsequently be compared with the experimental results. For the PTC layer, the resistance above 50°C is (Fig. 3 (a)) almost an insulator. Therefore, we assumed resistance of PTC layer over 50°C is unlimited (\( \infty \)). Thus, from Eq.(1), \( R_T \) is converged into \( R_N \) for over 50°C. Bi-layer composites with different \( T_P/T_{NT} \) ratio (0.3, 0.85, and 1.5) were synthesized to determine the resistivity-temperature behavior, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). For example, when \( T_P/T_{NT} = 0.85 \), the total thickness of the bi-layer composite (CB layer \( \sim 460 \mu m \) and CNT layer \( \sim 540 \mu m \)) was about 1000 µm. In synthesis of bi-layer composites, controlling the ratio of the thicknesses of the two layers and relatively good adhesion can be easily achieved by using a film applicator before the curing process. Fig. 2(c) shows the optical image of the bi-layer composite with the desired ratio of the two layer thicknesses. The SEM image of the interfacial region between the CB/PDMS and CNT/PDMS layers is shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c). In this bi-

![Fig. 3](image-url)
Fig. 4 (a) Resistance-temperature plot of the bi-layer composite with different thickness ratios ($T_P/T_N = 0.3, 0.85, \text{and} 1.5$). When $T_P/T_N = 0.85$, the bi-layer composite showed stable zero TCR behavior with less than 2% deviation of the normalized resistance.

(b) Comparison of the resistance-temperature plots of the bi-layer composite, CB, and CNT composites with the calculated value, which shows significant improvement of zero TCR. (c) Temperature profile of the bi-layer composite (at $T_P/T_N = 0.85$) between the two Cu electrodes under an applied DC voltage of 11 V. Only the bi-layer composite between the two electrodes showed electric Joule heating, resulting in a low temperature profile at the electrode parts.

Interpretation of bi-layer composites with varying thicknesses and temperatures

The compensated resistance of the zero TCR composite with a certain thickness at a particular temperature could be interpreted normalized resistance decreased (increased) with increase in temperature, resulting in -17% (+11%) change in resistance.

However, a constant normalized resistance was achieved for $T_P/T_N = 0.85$ until 200 °C when voltage was increased to 0 to 11V, which is an entirely different behavior when compared with the CB and CNT composites shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). These behaviors were in agreement with the calculated results (Fig. S4†). In Fig. 4 (b), the deviation of the normalized resistance of the bi-layer composite was less than 2%, in contrast to the significant change in resistance observed in the CB composite (+1000%) and the CNT composite (-60%) layers. The 2% deviation is possibly attributed to the interfacial resistance between two layers, and the values successfully matched with the calculated results as shown Fig. 4 (b). To demonstrate the durability and repeatability, electric heating cycling test has been conducted in the Supporting Information (Fig. S5†). During 50 hours (up to 3000 cycles), the bi-layer composite showed nearly constant resistance with less than 3% deviation. In addition, after the test, there were no mechanical and thermal distortion attributing to elastic properties of PDMS matrix. The temperature profile of the bi-layer composite with $T_P/T_N = 0.85$ is shown in Fig. 4 (c). The temperature of the surface was 200 °C in most areas between the electrodes by applying a DC voltage of 11 V, while the electrode parts showed relatively low temperatures that were lower than 40 °C. The IR camera images (inset in Fig. 4 (c)) confirmed the temperature uniformity during heating.

Fig. 5 Streamline and arrow plots of the current densities in the bi-layer composites with varying thicknesses and voltages at a temperature of 11 V (a) $T_P/T_N = 0.85$ and (b) $T_P/T_N = 0.3$ at room temperature. (c) $T_P/T_N = 0.85$ at 200 °C.
which is different behavior from Fig. 5 (a) and (b). When voltage was applied between the two electrodes of the bi-layer composite, only the bi-layer composite part between Cu electrodes is responsible for the Joule heating, resulting in the temperature profile of the bi-layer composite as shown in Fig. 4(c). Therefore, the lower temperature (< 40 °C) of the electrode contact zone enabled current flow in the PTC layer to NTC layer during heating up to 200 °C, also causing left drift of current density distribution to the edge side of electrode as shown in Fig. 5(c). For example, if the temperature of the electrode contact zone was over 50°C, the current flow from the PTC to NTC layer was hampered because of the significant increase in the resistance of the PTC layer. In addition, the streamline and arrow plots of the current densities of the bi-layer composites with other configurations shown in Fig. S6† were inefficient for zero TCR because of the dominant NTC behavior at room temperature and 200 °C.

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the current density ratios of the bi-layer composite (I_P/I_N) between the electrodes (I_P: current density of PTC layer/ I_N: current density of NTC layer) for T_P/T_N = 0.85 at various temperatures derived from Fig. 5 (a) and (c) to further understanding electron transport behavior of bi-layer composite during heating. Both NTC and PTC layers, dramatic decrement were occurred until 50–60°C as shown Fig. 3(a) and (b), therefore it is critical to split current density ratio into PTC and NTC layer during initial heating. In Fig. 6, I_P/I_N significantly decreased until 50 °C indicating that most of the current flowed in the NTC layer at high temperature range while current density efficiently split into PTC and NTC layer at low temperature range (i.e., I_P/I_N ~ 0 at 200°C while I_P/I_N ~ 0.2 at 30°C). Therefore, the bi-layer composite with zero TCR could be systematically designed and was confirmed to be stable up to 200 °C. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first attempt to obtain stable zero TCR polymer-based composites having self-heating properties which is different from inorganic systems such as metal alloys.

**Conclusions**

In summary, we have demonstrated a new hybrid bi-layer zero-TCR composite consisting of stacked layers showing NTC and PTC of resistance. The NTC and PTC layers changed markedly with increasing temperature; however, the designed bi-layer composites showed nearly constant resistance values with less than 2% deviation from the normalized resistance until 200 °C. In this system, the CB-based PTC layer, which was in direct contact with electrodes, functioned as the buffer and the distributor layer against a current flow originating from an applied voltage. The CNT-based NTC layer functioned as the main current flow layer for Joule heating. In addition, with an initial conductivity and width of composites, the trend of the TCR of the bi-layer composites was controlled by changing the relative thickness ratio of the NTC and PTC layers. Consequently, we calculated the optimal thickness ratio of the NTC and PTC layers required to achieve zero TCR, which successfully matched with the experimental values.
A major feature of this hybrid composite is the availability of heating units that show no change in resistance, and this study is one of the first of its kind to attempt to realize zero-TCR polymer-based composites. We envisage that these composites will be extensively used in a wide range of applications as resistors in high precision electric heating systems, flexible resistors in hybrid electronic devices, thermoelectric devices, patternable micro heaters, and as temperature sensors in automobiles.
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